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SPARK® Media is an entertainment delivery platform that delivers TV, Radio and other 
services to any WiFi-enabled device with a web browser. 

It’s free to use, available to everyone and enables users to listen, watch, read and learn 
as well as organise meals or service requests themselves. 

SPARK® Media can generate revenue and save hundreds of thousands for organisations, 
all within a complete managed service solution.
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Tailor an entertainment platform for your patients. Each service can be deployed 
standalone or added with others for a complete solution.

PATIENT 
ENTERTAINMENT

1 Entertain Free newspapers, magazines and eBooks, free TV & 
radio and movies

2 Engage Surveys, meal ordering, digital links, advertisements and 
educative content

3 Clinical Clinical systems integration





ENTERTAIN

SPARK® Media: Entertain delivers entertainment directly to the patient’s own device. 

This ultimate media package provides access to TV channels, newspapers and magazines, video on 
demand movies, TV box sets and E-books. We provide a huge library of content, stored direct on-

site, saving valuable internet bandwidth required for internet movies streaming.

SPARK® Media: Entertain has access to 9,562 worldwide digital print titles and can offer a selection to 
suit your requirements if you desire something outside of our bronze, silver and gold print options. 

SPARK® Media: Entertain also provides channels 1-5 free of charge and all channels are free in 
children’s wards. We can provide access to any channel in the world via satellite services and provide 
access to SKY TV channels, such as SKY Sports, SKY Movies, SKY Atlantic or National Geographic 

Channel, plus many more.

WiFi SPARK can also provide integration to Hospital Radio services, enabling a broadcast medium to 
every area of the hospital, which has WiFi connectivity. 

Simple to use and accessible via any web browser, WiFi SPARK can launch the service from your
captive portal, UX or our WiFi Lounge Portal - there is no need to download an App.



ENGAGE

Information & 
Comms

With real-time access to the content management platform, the comms team 
can control, edit and update all messaging and information links. Campaigns 
can be ward-specific or hospital-wide and the Trust can generate revenue by 
utilising the advertising options available.

Education Access to either the NHS Choices video library or a personalised health 
education service.

Meal Ordering
Integration with Datasym catering solutions, enabling patients to view 
detailed menus and order directly from their own device. This can be 
extended to include on-site retail outlets and other catering services.

Service Requests Empower patients to make requests directly to the correct department, 
rather than interrupting healthcare professionals.

Surveys
Fulfill all survey requirements and develop new ones via the easy to use web-
based admin tool. Using our analytics tool you’ll have a snapshot view of the 
survey results.

Telephony New telephony service or integration with existing systems, plus access to 
widely used web services, such as Skype and Hangouts.

SPARK® Media: Engage allows you to enhance the patient experience, to improve 
bedside care.



CLINICAL

A comprehensive suite of solutions to empower patients and enable healthcare 
professionals to deliver an excellent level of care and education.

SPARK® Media: Clinical can integrate with your clinical solutions using PAS integration and/or HL7 
integration, enabling clinicians to show the patient key information about their health journey. Staff 
can also use it to access the patient’s records and clinical systems. This is available on verified Trust-

owned hardware only.

Patient Dashboard
Enable patients to stay up to date with their care journey with approved 
medical advice, information about the Trust and guidance on how what 
they can manage themselves during their stay.

Remote Access Trust-owned devices can integrate with clinical applications

PAS Integration Provide direct access to the Patient Admission Service on Trust-owned 
devices.



“ We are delighted with the SPARK® Media Platform and 
the difference it has made to both patients and NHS 
staff alike. SPARK® Media supports multiple languages 
and customisable text options creating a service which is 
accessible to patients of all ages and nationalities.

In the future, we plan to make use of the integrated solution 
to make meal ordering and housekeeping requests easier. 
Through SPARK® Media, patients will be able to send a 
direct message to the department they require a service 
from by themselves, minimising delays and potential 
miscommunications. At the same time, this will make 
precious time efficiencies for doctors and nurses.

WE ARE DELIGHTED!

Brett Walmsley
Chief Technology 

Officer
Royal Bolton NHS 

Trust
2018 Healthcare



HARDWARE 
OPTIONS

SPARK® Media can deliver patient entertainment to any WiFi-enabled device with a web browser. 
The devices that are supported include smartphones, tablets and laptops, and Trust owned devices 
such as TVs, tablets and fixed or mobile bedside units. 

TV Mobile Media TableBedside UnitTabletPhone

WiFi SPARK has a range of SPARK® approved hardware that are ideal to run SPARK® Media. We can 
recommend the optimal devices that will be best-suited for the patient environment.
• Tablets with a secure lock down and theft-proof functions
• Flat Screen TVs for private rooms or waiting rooms with no cabling required.
• Bedside Units that can be mounted on a wall mounted articulated arm or a battery powered 

mobile media table.
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